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Didi Frohardt is a senior business consultant with more than 4 decades  experience
in banking specializing in portfolio monitoring, credit risk, operational risk and risk
process with community banks and large financial institutions.   Her areas of
specialization are conducting credit portfolio and financial analyses of business
process for all facets of credit and loan administration.

Frohardt has a strong sense for best evaluating workflows and processes and
designing custom project plans for implementation of new strategies and processes
to maximize credit lending practices and operational efficiencies.

As a consultant with Experian’s Global Consulting Practice, Frohardt brings with her
a 360-degree view from both the solutions- and client –side to help other institutions
assess their loan portfolios and design strategies that will have a significant,
profitable impact on business goals.  Her attention to the smallest of details
including the complexity of many loan factors helps her to provide the very best
personalized, custom solution that she sees through at every step of the way.

“My extensive credit  knowledge
allows me to speak a client’s
language, understand their
challenges and opportunities and
provide strategic solutions that
delivers results.”

Didi Frohardt
Senior Business Consultant
Experian Decision Analytics’ Global Consulting Practice

T: 1 317 814 1235  | didi.frohardt@experian.com | 12900 North Meridian Suite 200, Carmel, IN 46032

Certifications:
• RMA Certification Instructor
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Consulting expertise:
• Portfolio monitoring

• Credit risk assessment

• Commercial credit risk

• Consumer credit risk

• Mortgage and leasing originations

• Credit administration best practices

• Data conversion

• Data integration analysis

• System integration

Selected Speaking Engagements:
• Experian’s Vision Conference 2013

“Commercial lending trends that drive sound
credit decisions and high-performing
portfolios”

• Indianapolis CPA Society

Didi Frohardt
Senior Business Consultant
Experian Decision Analytics’ Global Consulting Practice

Prior to Experian, Frohardt spent several years as an Advisory Services Practice
Manager for Baker Hill, and before then spent 26 years in positions and
management including credit and loan administration for several banks including
Bank One Colorado, South Denver National Bank, and a senior leadership position
at Denver National Bank.
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Case Study

Client: Lending division of a large international bank with $618B in total assets.

Challenge: Create a custom lending origination platform utilizing Baker Hill software for the bank’s consumer, commercial, leasing and
mortgage lending processes.  The biggest challenges in implementing its credit and lending transformation vision was finding a partner who
had the expertise to deliver an origination solution that could integrate with the bank’s existing product and customer information systems.

Strategy: Frohardt extensively analyzed and translated business requirements to develop a functional design strategy for a custom
originations solution that included consumer, commercial, mortgage and leasing on the same platform.

The goal was to leverage customer relationship and lending data the Bank has already captured in these systems into the transactional
origination process.  Our vision was “ask once” that customers only need ask a question once, give us information once, and be served
smoothly and seamlessly no matter where the customer contacts the Bank.

Results: The end -solution automated and enabled straight-through processing of credit requests for the bank’s business and consumer
segments with an integrated technology platform.  Credit products supported

Included  business term loans; leases; overdrafts; mortgages; credit cards; personal loans; commercial bills and international products.  It
also enabled and promoted consistency of many functions, including: application entry, screening and validation; automated data
collection; credit scoring, credit policy  checking, credit analysis, credit decisioning and document preparation; and automated account
setup and disbursement of funds.  The solution enabled these functions for a number of key areas across the Bank, namely Sales, Credit,
and Operations.
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